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Abstract: The average current through a single-electron transistor (SET) under fluctuations of an observer’s frame of 
reference (OFR) is reported. To date, the average current through a SET has been studied under the assumption that an OFR 
remains constant throughout the performance of measurements of the current; thus, it remains an unsolved problem as to what 
is measured of the current when the OFR is assumed to fluctuate. In this paper, a SET comprising a source, drain, and single 
channel is considered, where an OFR is assumed to be matched to the electrochemical potential energy of the drain of the SET. 
The average current through the SET for two types of OFR fluctuation is formulated: periodic-square-wave fluctuation and 
periodic-sawtooth-wave fluctuation, in time representations. Under these types of fluctuation, the average current exhibits a 
zero-bias Coulomb peak—the amplitude of which gradually increases with the amplitude of the fluctuation type divided by 
temperature. The amplitude of the zero-bias Coulomb peak is greater in the case of periodic-square-wave fluctuations. 
Therefore, the amplitude of the zero-bias Coulomb peak together with a varying of both the energy of the channel and the 
temperature has the potential to reveal the distribution of fluctuations of an OFR. 

Keywords: Single-electron Transistor, Quantum Dot, Coulomb Peak, Coulomb Blockade, Observer Effect,  
Fluctuating Frame of Reference 

 

1. Introduction 

Noise in electronics is a random fluctuation in an electrical 
signal. Thermal (Johnson-Nyquist) and shot noises are 
fundamental noises to the operation of a device. Thermal 
noise [1, 2] results from random thermal motion of charge 
carriers in a device, which occurs at a given temperature (T) 
regardless of any applied voltage. Shot noise [3] results from 
statistical fluctuations of an electric current when charge 
carriers flow across a barrier. Moreover, it is independent of 
temperature. A classical good conductor exhibits little shot 
noise as a result of thermally excited charge carriers moving 
randomly inside the conductor. In contrast, a phase-coherent 
conductor exhibits much shot noise as a result of diffraction 
between charge carriers [4], which occurs when the size of 
the conductor becomes shorter than the electron-phonon 
scattering length of the charge carriers in the conductor [5, 6]. 

A single-electron transistor (SET) [7] is a phase-coherent 
conductor that provides a platform for single-electron 
tunneling, such as the Coulomb blockade [7–15] and the spin 

blockade [16–18], and quantum computation with 
semiconductor quantum dots (QDs) [19-28]. It comprises a 
source (electrode), a drain (electrode), two tunnel junctions, 
and a quantum dot (a conductive island). The electrochemical 
potential of the island can be tuned by a third electrode, 
known as a gate, which is capacitively coupled to the island. 
If the energy of the island is higher than the electrochemical 
potential energies (EPEs) of the source and drain (that is, it is 
in the Coulomb blockade regime), there will be no current 
flowing the channel. Through an application of a positive 
voltage to the gate, the energy of the island can be aligned to 
the EPE of the source, thus providing the conditions for an 
electron in the source (drain) to be able to move toward the 
drain (source) by sequential transitions between the tunnel 
junctions via the island. If the electron were to reach the 
drain (source), an electric current would flow through the 
SET and the SET would experience noise signals. An electric 
current through a SET is determined by the difference 
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between the EPEs of the source and drain, and is independent 
of an observer’s frame of reference (OFR). Consequently, to 
date, an electric current through a SET has been studied 
under the assumption that an OFR remains constant—
conventionally, the OFR is assumed to be zero throughout the 
performance of measurements of the current. Thus, it remains 
an open question as to what is measured of the current when 
the OFR is assumed to fluctuate. 

Recently, a novel observer effect in an Einstein solid, 
induced by fluctuations of an OFR, has been proposed [29]. 
The molar specific heat at constant volume of an Einstein 
solid as a function of temperature would provide clear 
criteria for characterizing the distribution of fluctuations of 
an OFR. It would be zero at temperature T = 0 K, but would 
have a peak at low temperatures for periodic-square-wave 
fluctuations. In addition, it would converge to 3�  for 
periodic-sawtooth-wave fluctuations, where �  is the gas 
constant. 

If the EPE of the drain of a SET is matched to an OFR, 
then it is possible to investigate an observer effect induced by 
fluctuations of the OFR. In this study, the average current 
through a SET comprising a source, drain, and single channel 
[30] is investigated under fluctuations of an OFR. For 
pedagogical and experimental demonstrations, the average 
current is formulated for two types of fluctuation: periodic-

square-wave fluctuation and periodic-sawtooth-wave 
fluctuation, in time representations. Under these types of 
fluctuation, a zero-bias Coulomb peak appears in the average 
current, which is asymmetric as a function of the energy of 
the channel divided by temperature. The amplitude of the 
peak monotonically increases with the amplitude of the 
fluctuation type divided by temperature. Therefore, the 
amplitude of the zero-bias Coulomb peak together with a 
varying of both the energy of the channel and the temperature 
would reveal the distribution of fluctuations of an OFR. 

2. Average Current Through a SET with 

a Single Channel 

Figure 1 shows a schematic energy diagram of a SET with 
a single channel, where ����� is the EPE of the left (right) 

electrode, ε the energy of the channel, 	����  the tunneling 
rate between the left (right) electrode and channel [30]. An 
electric current through the channel is monitored by an 
observer, where the OFR is matched to the EPE of the right 
electrode (the drain). For the energy of an observer with 
fluctuating frame of reference at time t,	������, the average 
current with time interval 	∆t	�� �� � 	��� , ���� , can be 
expressed as 

���� �	 �
∆� 	� ������ � �����	�����

� �	 !"
∆� 	� �#��$, �� � #��$, ��	�����

�                      (1) 

where	�&��� is the current through the SET flowing from �& 

at time t and �' � �("
ħ 	 *+*,

*+-	*,  and #&�$, �� � 	 �1 / exp	��$ �
�&����/45��6� is the Fermi-Dirac distribution for j = 1, 2. 
Here, “1” and “2” denote the “left (source)” and “right 
(drain)” electrodes, respectively. In this study, the charge of 
an electron,	7', is assumed to be positive (for simplicity); ħ is 
the Dirac constant; k is the Boltzmann constant; and �� 
and 	��  are the initial and final times measured by the 
observer, respectively. 

 

Figure 1. Schematic of a single-electron transistor (SET) comprising a 

source, drain, and single channel, where �� and �� are the electrochemical 

potential energies of the left (source) and right (drain) electrodes, 

respectively; $	the energy of the channel; and 	� and		� the source-channel 

and drain-channel tunneling rates, respectively. An electric current through 

the SET is monitored by an observer connected to the drain.  

2.1. Fluctuating Drain 

Given ����� � 	��  and ����� � �� � ������  (figure 2), 
���� can be expressed as 

���� �	 !"
�-89	��:6;+�/<=� 	� 	� !"

�-89	��:6;,����/<=� ����
�    (2) 

 

Figure 2. Schematic energy diagram of a SET comprising a source, drain, 

and single channel. (a) Stationary electrochemical potential energies, �� 

and	��, and fluctuating frame of reference at time	�,	�>?����. (b) Measured 

energy for 	��  at time	� , 	������� 	�� � �>?����� , and stationary frame of 

reference,	�>?�, which is taken to be equal to 0. 
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2.2. Stationary Drain 

For an observer with a stationary frame of reference 
(��� � 0), the corresponding current �� is expressed as 

�� �	 !"
�-89	��:6;+�/<=� 	� 	 !"

�-89	��:6;,�/<=�        (3) 

From ���/�$	 � 0, it is found that �� has a minimum or 
maximum (labeled a “Coulomb peak”) at	ε � ��� / ���/2. 
At low-bias limits of	�� 	≪ 	45, the differential current at the 
peak is 	∆�� �	 ������ � 	 ���0� C �'��/�445	cosh��ε/245�� 
and is proportional to	��. At high-bias limits of	�� ≫ 45, the 
Coulomb peak is located at	ε � ��/2, where	�� � 0. 

The differential conductance,	J�, can be expressed as 

J� �	7'���/��� �	 ("	!"
K<=LMNO,	��:6;+�/�<=�	           (4) 

From �J�/��� 	�	0, it is found that J�  has a Coulomb 
peak at	ε � ��. 

3. Average Current Through a SET 

Under Periodic-square-wave 

Fluctuations 

Given periodic 

E����� � Q�$�/2	for	0 T 	�	 U 5�/2$�/2	for	5�/2 T 	�	 U 5�
 

[figure 3(a)], the measured EPE for �� at time t,	�����, can 
be expressed as 

����� � Q �� / $�/2		for		0 T 		�	 U 5�/2	�� � $�/2		for		5�/2 T 		�	 U 5�
       (5) 

where 	ε�/2  and 5�  are the amplitude and period of the 
periodic-square-wave fluctuations, respectively. 

 

Figure 3. (a) Fluctuating frame of reference at time	�,	�>?����, for periodic-square-wave fluctuations, of which the amplitude and period are $�/2 and 5�, 

respectively. (b) Fluctuating frame of reference at time	�,	�>?����, for periodic-sawtooth-wave fluctuations, of which the amplitude and period are $�/2 and 

5�, respectively. 

3.1. Periodic-square-wave Fluctuations of a Half Period 

For an observer with fluctuating frame of reference by 
means of half-period periodic-square-wave fluctuations, the 
corresponding current,	��, is expressed as 

�� �	 !"
�-89	��:6;+�/<=� 	� 	 !"

�-89	��:6;,6	:+/��/<=�       (6) 

where �� � 0	and	�� �	5�/2. 

�� �	 !"
�-89	��:6;+�/<=� 	� 	 !"

�-89	��:6;,-	:+/��/<=�       (7) 

where �� � 5�/2	and	�� �	5�. From ���/�$	 � 0, it is found 
that �� has a Coulomb peak at	ε � ��� / �� V $�/2�/2. The 
differential conductance 	J� �	7'���/��� �	J�  is 
independent of the fluctuations on the drain. 

3.2. Periodic-square-wave Fluctuations of One Period 

For an observer with fluctuating frame of reference by 
means of one-period periodic-square-wave fluctuations, the 
corresponding average current of the SET,	�W, is expressed as 

�W �	 !"
�-89	��:6;+�/<=� 	� 	 !"/�

�-89	��:6;,6:+/��/<=� 	� !"/�
�-89	��:6;,-:+/��/<=�                     (8) 

where �� � 0 and	�� �	5�. 
In figure 4(a), �W/�' is displayed as a function of	ε/45 at 

various 	$�/45 , where �� �	�� � 0 . A zero-bias Coulomb 
peak is located at 	ε/45	 = ±1.317 at 	$�/45 � 0.01 . The 
absolute value of	ε/45,	|ε/45|, and the amplitude of the peak 
monotonically increase with	$�/45. For	0 U 	�	 U 5�/2 and 
ε [ 0, the energy of the channel is greater than the EPE of 
the source but less than that of the drain. Consequently, there 
is a current flowing through the channel from the drain (right) 
to the source (left), which, in turn, means there is movement 
of electrons between the source and the drain. The presence 

of a current flowing through the channel results in a negative 
zero-bias Coulomb peak (figure 4(a), upper inset). For	5�/2 U 	�	 U 5� and ε U 0, the energy of the channel is greater 
than the EPE of the drain but less than that of the source. 
Consequently, there is a current flowing through the channel 
from the source (left) to the drain (right), which, in turn, 
means there is movement of electrons between the source 
and the drain. The presence of a current flowing through the 
channel results in a positive zero-bias Coulomb peak (figure 
4(a), lower inset). 

From ��W/�$	 � 0, it is found that a zero-bias Coulomb 
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peak is located at	ε/45, expressed as 

cosh�$/45� � 	 �-\�-K��-LMNO�:+/�<=��
�           (9) 

where	�� �	�� � 0. According to (9), the peak is located at 
|ε/45| 	� cosh6��2� � 1.317	 in the limits of 	$�/45 → 0 
and the absolute value of 	ε/45 , 	|ε/45| , monotonically 
increases with	$�/45. The positive zero-bias Coulomb peak 
located at ε/45	 � �1.317	is in the limit of ��/45  → 0, 
and this value of ε/45  of the peak increases with 
increasing 	��/45 . At low-bias limits of 	�� 	≪ 	45 , the 
differential current at the peak is 	∆�W �	 �W���� � 	�W�0� C
�'��/�445	cosh��ε/245�� and is proportional to	�� [figure 
4(b)]. The peak is located at ε � ��/2  at high-bias limits 
of	�� 	≫ 45, which agrees with that of	�� . The differential 
conductance 	JW �	7'��W/��� �	J�  is independent of the 
fluctuations on the drain. 

On the other hand, a zero-bias Coulomb peak can be 
induced by a thermoelectric effect in a mesoscopic device, 
such as a molecular device [31] or SET, with temperature 
difference between two electrodes [32]. Regarding a SET, the 
electric current through a SET is expressed as	��′ � 	 �'/�1 /
exp	��$ � ���/45��� 	� 	�'/�1 / exp	��$ � ���/45��� , where 
5�  and 5�  are temperatures of the left (source) and right 
(drain) electrodes, respectively. From d��′/�$	 �  0, it is 
found that a zero-bias Coulomb peak is located at 	ε , 

expressed as 	LMNO�:/�<=+�
LMNO�:/�<=,� � a=,

=+ , where 	�� �	�� � 0 . From 

numerical calculations, the zero-bias Coulomb peak is 
located at the absolute value of 	ε/45� , 	|ε/45�| � 1.5434 , 
where	5� � 1	c and	5� � 1.00001	c and the absolute value 
of	ε/45�,	|ε/45�|, monotonically increases with temperature 
difference between	5�  and	5� ,	∆5	�� 5� � 5��. The positive 
zero-bias Coulomb peak located at ε/45� 	� �1.5434	is in 
the limit of ��/45 → 0, and this value of ε/45 of the peak 
increases with increasing	��/45. At low-bias limits of	�� 	≪
	45�, the differential current,	∆��′, can be expressed as	∆��′ �	��′���� �	 ��′�0� C �'��/�445�	cosh��ε/245���. 

For confirmation, ��′/�'  is displayed as a function 
of 	ε/45�  at various 	5�  in figure 4(c), where 5� � 1	c 
and 	�� �	�� � 0 . Whether a zero-bias Coulomb peak is 
positive or not depends on only the direction of 	∆5 . In a 
configuration where the left and right electrodes are used as 
the drain and source, respectively, the electric current and the 
resulting zero-bias Coulomb peak are reversed from those in 
the previous configuration because 	∆5  is reversed. In 
contrast to a thermoelectric effect, the average current under 
the fluctuations on the drain is strongly dependent on	∆t but 
constant to the operation configurations. In this regard, a 
zero-bias Coulomb peak induced by a thermoelectric effect 
could be distinguished from that induced by fluctuations on 
the drain. 

 

Figure 4. (a) �W/�' as a function of $/45 at various	$�/45, where	�� �	�� � 0. Here, $�/45 = 5 (light gray), 1 (gray), and 0.01 (black). Note that the data 

at $�/45 = 1 and 0.01 are exaggerated by a factor of 10 and 40,000, respectively, for clarity. The lower (upper) inset shows a schematic energy diagram for 

the positive (negative) Coulomb peak under periodic-square-wave fluctuations of one period. (b) �W/�'	as a function of $/45 at various ��/45, where 

$�/45	 � 1. Here,	��/45 = 0.04 (gray), 0 (black), and -0.04 (light gray). (c) ��′/�' as a function of $/45� at various	5�, where 5� � 1	c and �� �	�� � 0. 

Here, 5� = 1.01	c (black), 2	c (gray), and 0.99	c (dotted black). Note that the data at 5� = 1.01	c and 0.99	c are exaggerated by a factor of 40 for 

clarity. 

3.3. Periodic-square-wave Fluctuations at High-frequency 

Limits 

For an observer with fluctuating frame of reference by 

means of periodic-square-wave fluctuations at high-
frequency limits, the corresponding average current of the 
SET,	�W′, is expressed as 

�W′ C 	 !"
�-89	��:6;+�/<=� 	� 	 !"/�

�-89	��:6;,6:+/��/<=� 	� !"/�
�-89	��:6;,-:+/��/<=� 	� 	 �W                (10) 

where �� � 0	and	�� ≫	5� 

4. Average Current Through a SET 

Under Periodic-sawtooth-wave 

Fluctuations 

Given periodic E����� � 	 :,
� �	:,

=, �	 for 0	 T � U 	5� 

[figure 3(b)], the measured EPE for �� at time t,	�����, can 
be expressed as 

����� � 	�� /	:,
=, � � 	:,

�  for	0	 T � U 	5�,        (11) 

where ε�/2  and 5�  are the amplitude and period of the 
periodic-sawtooth-wave fluctuations, respectively. 
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4.1. Periodic-sawtooth-wave Fluctuations of One Period 

For an observer with fluctuating frame of reference by 
means of one-period periodic-sawtooth-wave fluctuations, 

the corresponding average current of the SET, 	�K , is 
expressed as 

 

�K �	 !"
�-89	��:6;+�/<=� � �' � �' 	<=

:, 	ln	��-89	��:6;,6:,/��/<=�
�-89	��:6;,-:,/��/<=��                            (12) 

In figure 5(a), �K/�' is displayed as a function of	ε/45 at 
various 	$�/45 , where 	�� �	�� � 0 . A zero-bias Coulomb 

peak is located at	ε/45	= ±1.317 at	$�/45 � 0.01 and the 

absolute value of ε/45 , |ε/45|, and the amplitude of the 

peak monotonically increase with	$�/45. 
From ��K/�$	 � 0, it is found that a zero-bias Coulomb 

peak is located at	ε/45, expressed as 

exp	�|ε/45|� � 	 NghO	�i"�6i"LMNO	�i"�6\i"NghO	�i"��i" NghO�i"�6� LMNO�i"�-��
i"6NghO	�i"�	                          (13) 

where	j' �	 ε�/245. According to (13), the peak is located at 

|ε/45| 	� lnk2 / √3m � 1.317 in the limits of	ε�/45 → 0, 
and the absolute value of 	ε/45 , |ε/45|,  monotonically 
increases with	$�/45. The positive zero-bias Coulomb peak 
located at ε/45� 	� �1.317	is in the limit of ��/45 → 0, 
and this value of ε/45  of the peak increases with 
increasing 	��/45 . At low-bias limits of 	�� 	≪ 	45 , the 

differential current at the peak is 	∆�K �	 �K���� � 	�K�0� C
�'��/�445	cosh��ε/245�� and is proportional to	�� [figure 
5(b)]. The peak is located at 	ε � ��/2  at high-bias limits 
of 	�� 	≫ 45 , which also agrees with that of 	�� . The 
differential conductance 	JK �	7'��K/��� �	J�  is 
independent of the fluctuations on the drain. 

 

Figure 5. (a) �K/�' as a function of $/45 at various	$�/45, where	�� �	�� � 0. Here, $�/45 = 5 (light gray), 1 (gray), and 0.01 (black). Note that the data 

at $�/45 = 1 and 0.01 are exaggerated by a factor of 10 and 40,000, respectively, for clarity. (b) �K/�'	as a function of $/45 at various ��/45, where 

$�/45	 � 1. Here,	��/45 = 0.04 (gray), 0 (black), and -0.04 (light gray). 

4.2. Periodic-sawtooth-wave Fluctuations at  

High-frequency Limits 

For an observer with fluctuating frame of reference by 

means of periodic-sawtooth-wave fluctuations at high-
frequency limits, the corresponding average current of the 
SET,	�K′, is expressed as 

�K′ C 	 !"
�-89	��:6;+�/<=� � �' � �' 	<=

:, 	ln	��-89	��:6;,6:,/��/<=�
�-89	��:6;,-:,/��/<=�� 	� 	 �K                  (14) 

where �� � 0	and	�� ≫	5�. 

5. Conclusions 

In this paper, a zero-bias Coulomb peak in the average 
current through a single-electron transistor (SET) comprising 
a source, drain, and single channel is shown under periodic 
fluctuations of an observer’s frame of reference (OFR). The 
energy value and amplitude of the peak is quantitatively 
calculated. Moreover, the average current through the SET is 
formulated for two types of fluctuation — periodic-square-

wave fluctuation and sawtooth-wave fluctuation, in time 
representations — on the drain, the electrochemical potential 
energy of which is matched to the OFR. Under periodic-
square-wave fluctuations of one period or at high-frequency 
limits, the average current exhibits a zero-bias Coulomb peak, 
the amplitude of which gradually increases with the 
amplitude of the fluctuations. Similarly, under periodic-
sawtooth-wave fluctuations of one period or at high-
frequency limits, the average current exhibits a zero-bias 
Coulomb peak, but the amplitude of the peak in this case is 
smaller than in the case of periodic-square-wave fluctuations. 
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Accordingly, a zero-bias Coulomb peak in an average current 
through a SET with a varying energy of the channel of the 
SET divided by temperature would provide clear criteria for 
characterizing the distribution of fluctuations of an OFR. 
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